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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the article, we shall study the solution by the method of finite differences of the 
equation 
(i) ^ + ^ - r ( * , , ) u = ,(,-,)•) 
cxz dyl 
on the square <0, 1> x <0, 1> with the boundary condition w(x, y) = \jj(x, y) on the 
boundary. The generalization of the method to an area whose boundary is formed 
by segments parallel to the axes x and y presents no difficulties. In the whole work 
the differential considerations are carried out in a convenient finite difference tran­
scription. 
The basic aim of our method is to produce the solution of the original problem 
by iterating the equation of the form 
L*y(u) = F(u) 
obtained by a suitable arrangement of equation (1) with the same boundary condi­
tion, where Lxy and F are appropriate operators. We require the operator Lxy to be 
decomposable as a product of two operators Lx and Ly each of which depends on 
a single variable x or y only, i.e. Lxy = LxLy. This leads to an equivalent equation to 
(1) of the form 
Lx(Lyu) = F(u) . 
To find u an iterative process is proposed according to which u is a limit of a sequence 
{u(k)} defined by solving the system 
Lx(Lyu
(») = F{u«~"), u<»(x,y) = 1,(x,y) 
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on the boundary (k = 0, 1, 2, ...). The k-th iteration will be then found as the solu-
tion of two boundary-value problems of one variable 
Lxcp
{k) = F(u(fc-1}) , (p(k)(x, y) = Ly i/J(x, y) for x = 0 and x = \ 
and 
LyU
{k) = (pik) , u(k)(x, y) = ijj(x, y) for y = 0 and y = 1 . 
In order to make the explanation easier we shall analyse separately the case when 
the coefficient I is constant. 
2. THE CASE OF CONSTANT COEFFICIENT I 
Let us assume in this section that I is a positive constant. We choose a positive 
integer n and on the square we form the square net of mesh spacing h = \\n. When 
speaking of the point (i, j), we mean the point with the coordinates [ih,jh]. The 
symbol utj denotes both the exact and the approximate values of the function u at the 
point (i,j). It will be evident from the context whether it denotes the exact or the 
approximate value. The same notation will be used for other functions. We shall 
form the iterative sequence of vectors u(fc) with components u{k) (i,j = 0, 1, , . . , n) 
according to the symbolical formula 
(2) J^- -l(*- + *-) „<*> + l V » = -ZX +
 a V f c - n 
clx2 dy2 \dx2 dy2J ^ dx2 dy2 
u(k)(x, y) = \l/(x, y) on the boundary. 
The formula (2) could be rewritten as 
(3) (^-Z,)(^-Z,)u«^-ZX +
 d^, 
where / denotes the identity operator. When replacing the derivatives by the current 
difference formulas, (2) will change to the system 
(2') (2 + ZlSfuV - (2 + _7t2)(«<«_., + «f_\,. + t.<,. + 1 + «#_.) + 
+ (_<?..,+1 + «<?_„.__ + e \ J + 1 + «<_.,,_.) = 4 « r
n -
- 2(«f+vj- + _?-rj + - M + W&--V) + 
_1_ l,/^^1) _i_ . / f c _ 1 ) _1_ i / * " 1 ) _1_ , y ( f c _ 1 ) ". y/i4v 
+ v
w i + i , j + i + M f + i , j - i + w / - i , j + i + u i - \ j - \ ) - L n Aij 
for every inner point (i,j) of the net while we put 
if i or j is equal to 0 or n. 
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It is obvious that in the case of convergence the limit vector fulfils the current five 
point formula equations. Denoting the known right-hand side in (2') by /L;5~1} we 
obtain the vector u(k) through the solution of two systems of equations (4) and (5) 
<Po] ~ toj+i - (2 + ^2)*Aoj + i/V/-i 
rt}-(2 + Zh2)tf} + <p*} = tfj-» 
(4) <P?}-(2 + Zh2)q>«} + <p<» = rftf" 
^,,-(2 + 1^)^1,, + ^=^-:] 
<P{nj = Kj+1 ~(2 + Zh2)lj/nj + faj.i 
for ah j = 1, 2, ..., n — I, 
u^-(2 + Ih2)u^ + u(S ~<pf? 
(5) u<8-(2 + Zh2)u<8 + u<8 =cp(S 
u%-2-(2 + Zh
2)u%-t + «e> - vffi-i 
for all i = 1,2, ..., n - 1.*) 
Now we shall deal with the convergence of the iterative sequence. Certainly it is 
sufficient to prove convergence only for the vector u(/c), which differs from the original 
one by omitting the components corresponding to the boundary points. Let us denote 
u(k) - \u(k) u(k) u(k) uik) u(k) u(k) u(k) u(k) u(k) V 
U — | _ W 1 , 1 > W l , 2 > '••> M l , n - 1 > " 2 , 1 > " 2 , 2 » •••> U2,n-l^ ••> U n - 1,1 > U n - 1,2> • • •> U n - 1 ,n - 1 J * 
*) It is worth considering whether it would not be possible to use analogously the fact that 
the operator 
' ( ^ + Л я.,2 8xz dyL \ dxl dy< 
admits also the decomposition 
^ + ^ (k + ¥y) + X') ( ^ - V^>(£ + I;) + * 
(£+v<*>') (£+vw' ) (£ - vw') (£ - V(*>') 
respectively, all provided the derivatives commute. While the original decomposition leads to 
a boundary problem, these ones lead to a Cauchy problem. 
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Further let us denote by A a block diagonal matrix with n — 1 diagonal blocks 





2 - 1 
- 1 2 - 1 
- 1 2 - 1 
- 1 
- 1 9 
Let us denote A(h) = A + Zh2l. Obviously A(h) . A = A . A(h) is valid and both 
matrices are symmetric and positive definite.*) 
Let us denote by P the permutation matrix, written blockwise as 
(6) p = 
-^11 -^21 
^12 ^22 
^ l , и - l ^ 2 , и - l ••• £ n - l , я - l 
where Etj is the square matrix, with all elements zero except for that at the place 
(/, j) which is equal to one. We can see very easily that P = PJ and PTP = I. It is 
evident that 
2/ - / 
- / 2/ - / 
- / 2/ 
- / 
/ 2/ 
When we arrange system (!') so that the known quantities corresponding to the 
boundary points are on the right-hand side then the system (!') is transformed to the 
matrix form 
B(h)u(k) = B ( 0 ) u ( * - n + f , 
where f is a vector which does not depend on k and B[h) is the block matrix 
ß(Л) = 
•вx(л) B2(Л) 
ß2(Л) B.(ft) ß2(Л) 
ß2(Л) B.(Л) B2(Л) 
ß2(Л) 
ß2(Л) B.(Л)_ 





(2 + Ih2)2 -(2 + Ih2) 
-(2 + Ih2) (2 + Ih2)2 -(2 + Ih2) 
-(2 + 2ľ/î2) 
-(2 + Ih2) (2 + I/?2)2_ 
= (2 + 2ľ/i2) (A. + 2ľ/;2/) and ß2(/г) = -( .4. + 2ľ/i
2/). 
Consequently, the convergence of the method is defined by the spectral radius of 
the matrix K, = B~x(h) B(0) = A " 1 ^ ) PA~l(h) APA. We may write Kt = A ^ A , 
where K2 = AA~
x(h) PA~x(h) AP. We shall prove that all eigenvalues of the matrix 
K2
 l are real and greater than 1. It holds K2
 l = PA~1 A(h) P A(h) A" *. The relation 
A"1A(h) = A(h)A~l = / + Ih2A"1 implies that the matrix A - 1 A(h) is positive 
definite and hence there is a positive definite matrix S such that A " l A(h) = S2. Then 
ought to be K2
 l = S _ 1 K 3 S , where K3 = SPS
2PS. Let us establish a lower estimate 
of eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix K3: 
(K3x,x) _ (SPS
2PSx,x) _ (SP[I + Z/?2A~1] PSx,x) _ 
(x, x) (x, x) (x, x) 
_ ([S2 + Ih2SPA 'PS^x.x) _ ([/ + I/i2A~ r + Zh2SPA- JPS] x, x) 
(x, x) (x, x) 
(x,x) + IҺ2{(A~xx,x) + (A- jPSx, PSx)} 
(x,x) 
> 1 
for an arbitrary vector x + 0. 
3. THE CASE OF NON-CONSTANT I 
Now we shall deal with the case when the coefficient I in (l) is a function of the 
variables x and y. First let us suppose that the functions I and % as well as the bound-
ary condition \j/ are continuous. Moreover, we assume in the whole paper, that the 
function I is non-negative. Since we shall keep the notation of the previous section, 
the equations for the current five points approximation scheme have the form 
(7) (A + PAP)u + h
2Iu = f, 
where f is a vector given by the right-hand side of the differential equation and by the 
boundary conditions while I is a diagonal matrix with non-negative elements equal 
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to the value of the function I at the inner points of the net. We shall form the iterative 
sequence of the vectors u(k) according to the formula 
(8) (A + coh2l)(PAP + coh2l)u(k) = {APAP + (oh*(a)l - I)} u(k~l) + coh2f, 
where co =f= 0 is a constant, which, for example, can be taken as suitable approxima-
tion of the function I. The formula corresponds to the transcription of the differential 
equation (l) of the form 
( d
2 \ / d2 \ d4u 
— COI 1 I COI ) U = — f (D2U — (Olu — COY . 
dx2 J\dy2 J dx2dy2 
Now we shall prove the convergence of the iterative sequence (obviously in depen-
dence on the choice of co). We shall use the following lemma. 
Lemma: Let the matrices A and B be either both positive or both negative definite 
and commuting. Then the matrix AB = BA is positive definite. 
Proof: The matrix AB is symmetric because (AB)T = BA = AB and therefore it 
is sufficient to prove that all eigenvalues of AB are positive. Let us write A in the form 
A = S2 provided A is positive definite and A = — S2 for A negative definite, where S 
is a positive definite matrix. Then AB = S(SBS) S l or AB = S(S(-B) S) S" 1 
respectively. Therefore all eigenvalues of AB are positive. 
It follows from the lemma that the matrix on the left-hand side of (8) is positive 
definite as far as coh2 does not belong to the interval containing all eigenvalues of the 
matrix —A. Let co fulfill the condition. The matrix on the right-hand side of (8) is 
symmetric. The convergence is determined by the eigenvalues of the matrix 
(10) C = [(A + coh2l) (PAP + coh2!)]'1 {APAP + coh^col - I)} . 
It is possible to write [(A + coh2l) (PAP + co/i2/)] -1 = S2 , where S is positive 
definite and so C = SQS1, where 
(11) Q = S. {APAP + coh\col - I)} S 
is a symmetric matrix. It holds 
(12) Q = S .{(A + coh2l) (PAP + to/i2/) - coh2 A - coh2PAP - coh4!} S = 
= / - coh2SAS - coh2SPAPS - coh4SIS . 
The condition of the convergence is fulfilled, when all vectors u #= 0 satisfy 




coh2((A + PAP) Su, Su) + coh4(ISu, Su) 
(u> ° ) 
If we denote v = Su, we require that all v # 0 satisfy 
mh2((A + PAP)v,v) + tohA(lv,v) 
(s-v,s-v) ~ < ' 
that is 
coh2((A + PAP) v, v) + coh4(lv, v) 
< (APAPv, v) + coh2((A + PAP)v, v) + co2h4(v, v) K ' 
which is fulfilled for example for co ^ max l(x, y) . 
O ^ x ^ l 
O ^ y ^ l 
Further we shall study the discontinuous case. Let us suppose that the points 
of discontinuity of the functions I and x a r e situated in such a way that the square 
<0, 1> x <0, 1> is the closure of the union of disjoint rectangles such that the func-
tions I and x a r e continuous inside any rectangle, the sides of these rectangles lay 
on straight lines of the net and any two neighbouring rectangles have a common side 
of the same length. 
Now we form the system of difference equatioris. For this purpose we divide the 
straight lines of the net (excluding the boundary ones) into the straight lines of the 
first and of the second sort. We include all straight lines on which the sides of the 
just mentioned rectangles lay and, if we want to, also some other straight lines into 
the family of straight lines of the second sort. All the other straight lines are called the 
straight lines of the first sort. Let us suppose that the net is so dense and the division 
made in such a way that neither two straight lines of the second sort nor the straight 
line of the second sort and the boundary one neighbour anywhere. 
For an inner mesh-point (i, j) which is the intersection of two straight lines of the 
first sort we require the following equation to be fulfilled: 
(14) Autj - ui + lJ - Ui_Uj - uiJ+l - uiJ^1 + h
2Ii}u-j = -h
2xu . 
For any boundary mesh-point which lies on a straight line of the first sort we put 
(15) ufj = ij/ij . 
The same should hold for the vertices of the square. For the mesh-points (i, j) (in-
cluding boundary ones) lying on a straight line of the second sort parallel with the 
axis y we require the following equation to be fulfilled: 
(16) u^2J - 4u i_1 j + 6uu - 4ui+lJ + ui+2j = 0 . 
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For mesh-points lying on a straight-line of the second sort parallel with the axis x, 
which are points of intersection with straight lines of the first sort or which are 
boundary mesh-points, we require the following equation to be fulfilled: 
(17) UiJ-2 ~ 4l{iJ-l + 6uij ~ 4l(iJ+l + UiJ + 2 = ° • 
For mesh-points lying on these straight lines which are points of intersection with 
straight lines of the second sort the fulfilment of (16) was already required. The 
equation (17) is, however, fulfilled automatically, which we shall prove. Let us suppo-
se that a given straight line of the second sort parallel with the axis x includes the 
mesh-points (i,j) for i = 0, 1, ..., n (that is, i = 0, n corresponds to the boundary 
mesh-points). Let us denote 
(Pi = uij-2 ~ 4uij-i + 6uu - 4uij+i + UiJ+2 • 
It follows from (17) that cpt = 0 for indices i corresponding to the intersection of our 
straight line and a straight line of the first sort or the boundary. Particularly, (p0 = 
= (pi = (pn-i = (pn = 0. As far as i is the index corresponding to the intersection 
of the straight line of the second sort, our conditions imply cpi_1 = (pi+1 = 0. 
From (16) it is evident that 
(Pi-2 + 6<Pi + (Pi + 2 = 0 
for every point of such type where (pt-2 or <pi+2 could be zero. Hence cp{ for the 
examined indices fulfil a homogeneous system of linear algebraic equations with 
a regular matrix and therefore all cpt are zero. This guarantees that our system is 
the same when numbering the mesh-points first in the direction of the axis x and 
then in the direction of the axis y as for the reverse order. 
The equations (16) and (17) are difference transcriptions of the condition of con-
tinuity of dujdx and du/dy, respectively. We cannot use simpler transcriptions of this 
condition 
(160 ui-ij - 2uij + ui+ij = 0 -
(17') M J J - I - 2uu + uiJ+1 = 0 
because their precision is not in accordance with (14). How to solve the obtained 
system by iterations will be shown for a special choice of the straight lines of the first 
and the second sorts. 
We shall solve again the equation (1) on the square <0, 1> x <0, 1>. We choose 
a positive integer n and denote h = l/(2n). The straight lines x = ih (/ = 1, 3, 5, . . . 
..., 2n — 1) and y = jh (1 = 1, 3, 5 , . . . , 2n — l) will be considered the straight 
lines of the first sort; the straight lines x = ih (z = 2, 4, ..., 2n — 2) and y = jh 
(j = 2, 4, ..., 2/i — 2) the straight lines of the second sort. In figure 1, we denote 
intersections of two straight lines of the first sort by a little cross and the intersections 
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of straight lines of the second sort with straight lines of the first sort by a circle. 
We shall then speak about crossed and circled points. From the preceding argument 
it follows that we require (14) to be fulfilled at the crossed points and (16) at the circled 
ones provided the points lie on a straight line of the first sort (or a boundary one) 
parallel with the axis x; otherwise we require (17) to be fulfilled. 






At the remaining boundary points we require the boundary condition and at the 
remaining inner points we require (16) (and consequently also (17)). On the set 
of vectors v with n2 components 
Y = LW11> W13> ' • • ' M l , 2 « - 1 > W 31? W 3 3> " • > U3,2n-1> • • •> U2n-l,l> U2n-l,3> ' • •» U2n-l,2n-l] 
corresponding to the vectors of values of function u at the crossed points, we define 
the operator Lco (in the correspondence with the operator (d
2\dx2 — col) . (d2\dy2 — 
— col)) in the following way. Let us define for a moment auxiliary values utj for the 
indices (i, j) corresponding to other points than the crossed ones from the conditions 
(16) or (17) or from the boundary condition respectively in the way required in our 
system of difference equations. Then we define 
[LoY~\ij = (ui+u-i - (2 + ™h2)ui+lJ + Wi + i j + i) -
- (2 + coh2) (w/j-x - (2 + coh2) uu + uiJ+1) + 
+ (ui-u-i ~ (2 + coh2)ut-ij + ui-u+i) 
for the relevant indices (I,j). 
If we form the iterative sequence according to 
(18) L У > = L0v«-
li + coh4(æl - Z)v«-l) - cи/i4/ 
where I is the diagonal matrix with the elements Ey and % is the vector with the 
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convergence the components of the limit vector are certainly equal to the compo-
nents of the solution of our system of difference equations corresponding to the 
crossed points. 
The actual calculation proceeds in this way: First of all we calculate the boundary 
condition at the circled points. When the (k — l)-st approximation v ( k - 1 ) is already 
known, we calculate the right-hand side of (18). Let us denote it by / ( k _ 1 ) . Then it is 
necessary to find v(k) in such a way that Lmv
(k) = z ( k - 1 ) . Consequently, on every 
straight line of the first sort y = (2j — 1) h (j = 1,2, ..., n), the system of equations 
(19) from the page 129 must be fulfilled, where 
m(k) _ n(k) __ /-> , i• 2 \ f .(*) , ,.(fc) . 
<Pi,2j-l — Ui,2j-2 VZ + COn )Ui,2j-l + Ui,2j -
if (/, m) is an index corresponding to a crossed point then uf2 is the due component 
of the vector v(k) while in the opposite case uf2 is the value found by calculating so 
that to fulfil (16) or (17). Then the values uf2 must fulfil, on every straight line of the 
first sort x = (2i — 1) h (i = 1, 2, ..., n), the system (20) from the page 130. The 
system (19) is the difference approximation of the differential problem 






for y = (2j — 1) h (j = 1, 2, ..., n) and, similarly, (20) approximates the problem 
d2u(k)(x, y) a w v (fc)/ v — v—^ - co u(k)(x, y) = cp(k)(x, y) 
dy 
M(Xj 0) = i//(x, 0) w(x, 1) = i//(x, 1) 
for x = (2i — 1) h (i = 1, 2, ..., n). 
We arrange the systems (19) and (20) for the calculation so that we substitute 
into the second and third and into the last but one and last but two equations re-
spectively from the first and from the last equations. Then we substract from the 
third, fifth, ..., (2n — l)-st equation always both the neighbouring equations and di-
vide then by minus two. So the systems assume the form referred to on the page 129 
and on the page 130. The systems (19') and (20') have both a diagonally dominant 
matrix and so the vector v(fc) can be found unambiguously as their solution. 
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Now we find the matrix expression of the operator __w. To this aim, let us denote 
_ • ( * ) 
l2i-\,\ 
/k) l2i- 1,3 
/k) l2i-\,2n- 1 
Лk) 
f / & > ~_v_<*> u2i-\ ,2 <"*2І-1,1 
1t(k) _-л(fe> U2i- ,4 
, *_ľ-i-
Ф2І-1.3 
,,(*) «_<*) U2i-\ , 2 и - 2 </>2i-l,2 
The indices of the components of the vectors v2
k)-u ^2.-1 correspond to the crossed 
points on the straight line of the first sort x = (2i — 1) h and similarly the vector 
u2»-1 involves the circled points. In the following we shall try to eliminate the compo­
nents of the vector i_2
fc
f__, from the system (20'). Let us denote the rectangular matrix 





The odd equations of the system (20') give 
(21) -(2 + _,/.><?_. = - « > - , + „£?_. + r„ 
where rf is a vector independent of k. Similarly, the even equations from (20') yield 
(22) -2u<?_. = - (l - | h2W, + iMY-i • 
When we substitute u(ki
)_l from (22) into (21) we obtain 




1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 1 
is of the order ny positive semidefinite, of the rank n — 1 and thus I + £/"/ is regular 
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and we may multiply the system (23) by the inverse matrix. We obtain after an 
easy arrangement 
c + ijTr i{-(2 + ^ 2 )c + ijT;)+jT7}^>-1 --̂ v-, +c + m-
iri, 
that is 
(24) {-(2 + oh*)i + {i + my1 m^u = ^u + (i + wrln. 
Let us denote the matrix on the left-hand side of (24) by A^. This matrix is a function 
of JTJ and therefore if A is an eigenvalue of JTJ then \j/(X) = —(2 + coh2) + A/(l + ^A) 
is an eigenvalue of -Aw. We find easily that 0 _ A < 4. The function \j/ is increasing 
and therefore — (2 + coh2) _ \j/(X) < —coh2. Hence for positive co, AM is negative 
definite. 
Let us denote by s4^ the block diagonal matrix of n diagonal blocks 
and let us denote 









— L ^ l l » < ^ 1 3 > - " 5 m\,2n~lim31i ^ 3 3 * • • •> m3,2n- 1» • --> <p2n-l ,U m2n~l,3> ' • -J m2n-l,2n-l\ 
(indices corresponding to all crossed points). Then 
j / y * ) = yW + r 9 
where r is a vector independent of k. 
In the same way we obtain from (19') 
Pj*mPq>
ik) = l{k~l) + s , 
where $ is a vector independent of k and P is the permutation matrix analogous to 
the matrix from the first section. The operator Lw evidently does not depend on the 
exchange of axes x ans y, therefore s4 JPstf JP = Ps4' J*s4^ and it is according to 
our lemma a positive definite matrix for co _0. Further, the proof of convergence 
v(fc) is completely analogous as in the continuous case. 
In the final part of the paper I should like to offer a very inaccurate consideration 
leading to an estimation of the optimal choice of co. When derivating the iterative 
formulas of the method we started from the symbolic formula (9), which can be 
obtained from the original equation (1) in the following way. The equation is rewritten 
in the form 
ґд2u Ô2u\ 




and the term 
д4u 
co u + 
dx2 dy2 
is added to both its sides. 
When choosing CO great enough, the member d4uj(dx2 dy2), which makes the 
decomposition of the operator on the left-hand side possible, will be relatively small 
and we emphasize the original equation. 
But if we choose co too great, we do not suppress only this expression but also the 
original equation and (9) is practically transformed to the identity. It seems to be 
optimal to choose co in the form C\h or C/h2, where C is a positive constant. 
However, we have to take into account the inner capacity of the computer in 
order to choose C only so great that the valid digits of Itj from the expression col — I 
in formula (8) or (18) be within the scope of the computer considered. 
At present the author is preparing a series of numerical experiments which test 
the advantages of the methods, speed of convergence, sensibility towards truncation 
errors and the choice of optimal parameter. The results obtained correspond to the 
considerations presented in the paper and will be eventually the topics of another 
publication. 
Finally, I should like to express my thanks to Prof. Ivo Marek DrSc. for valuable 
advice concerning the topic of the paper. 
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S o u h r n 
O JEDNÉ ITERAČNÍ METODĚ ŘEŠENÍ DIRICHLETOVY ÚLOHY 
EMIL HUMHAL 
Práce se zabývá iteračním řešením soustav lineárních algebraických rovnic vznik­
lých při diferenčním řešení eliptické rovnice 
d2u d2u , v ( v 
+ _ z ( x ' y)u = Á*> y) 
čbr dyz 
na čtverci <0, 1> x <0, 1> s okrajovou podmínkou u(x, y) = ý(x, y) na hranici. 
134 
Studuje se konvergence dvou metod, které se dostanou vhodným diferenčním přepi­
sem úlohy 
f)2 \ í Í)2 \ f ^
4 / / , c ~ 1 ) 
col)(^ - o>íU ( f c ) = ~Ar-„ + OrV"-1* - coIu'k-l) - coX \dx2 J\dy2 J dx2dy2 
a okrajovou podmínkou u(A°(x, y) = \j/(x, y) na hranici, pro k = 1,2, ..., přičemž co 
je vhodný reálný parametr. Dokazuje se konvergence pro co _ max Z(x, y). 
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